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Supporting on the fly (Option)

Max web width : 215mm
/Medium rolls with a maximum width of 215mm can be used.

1.<Label cutting can be done faster.d

Max web speed : 18m/m

llifast label die cutting is possible.

. it no separate cooling device is necessary, the product can be
used even in small spaces.

Max roll diameter : 300 mm
/Media rolls with a maximum diameter of 300mm can be used.

Laser spot size

�--..Laser Source(10.57

10.63 um)

l!(['he die cutting of papers and film are enabled by using a CO2
laser source.

i,Elaborate work is enabled with a small laser beam.
.t:iditional functions are provided, including full and half cuts,
sheet die cutting, marking, QR codes, barcodes, and numbering.

Life of laser
1.<Mb costs are incurred on consumables as the product can
be used daily 3 hours for 10 years.

,...,_�Cutting area : width 200mm x 1200mm
�ry long labels can also be cut at once.

Compact size : D1620 x W630 x H503 mm / 190 kg
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lllt can also be used in small spaces or offices.

Power supply : 110-220v
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Roll-to-Roll Desktop Laser Finisher
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Arrow Systems, Inc

>

2440 Jerauld Avenue
Niagara Falls, NY 14305
USA

P:(888) 697-2749
F:(716) 285-5087
sales@arrsys.com
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Convenient Laser Die-cutter
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Convenient Laser Die-cutter

5,000 labels can be cut within one hour without
retooling.

Digitally control die lines and file designs with the push of a
button

The combination of the latest laser technology
and vision system guarantees exceptional label
quality.

Tight tolerances are achieved through advanced digital vision
and laser technologies for quality die cutting of labels and
stickers

Complete finishing system allows for multipurpose functions, reducing both time and costs
The lamination, laser die-cutting, matrix removal &
rewinding functions convert printed label stock into
finished labels in one easy process saving time and labor!

User-friendly setup and software.

Cut extra-long labels – up to 4 ft long!

Cutting and marking can be performed
simultaneously.

In cutting labels, necessary information such as barcodes,
numbering, QR codes, date and time can be directly marked
on the labels through an exclusive software program.

Full and half cuts can be performed simultaneously.

Become a laser pro in no time with the user-friendly design
and software programming!

Various cutting functions can be performed in a single pass
saving time and extending versatility

Compact Table-Top Design

Cut almost any type of label material!

Limited floor space? No problem! The compact table-top
design of the ANY-CUT I packs high output power into a
small, office friendly configuration!

Fine tune the cut depth, speed, and a variety of other
functions by controlling the laser intensity and mark speed.

Labels with a maximum length of 1.2m can also be cut by
our software.

Highly complex label designs are no problem!

Various images ranging from simple rectangles and
circles to complex cuts such as starbursts and unique shapes
are no problem for the ANY-CUT I.

Virtually No Consumables!
Say goodbye to custom mag-dies, blades and rotaries! Laser die-cutting
removes most consumables from the equation, allowing you to run
longer for less.

Laser system

Vision system &
Blackmark sensor

Accurate cutting is possible
using the latest laser engine.

High-tech sensors adjust
for printer skew and label
inconsistencies in realtime!
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Lamination unit
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Extend label
durability with
lamination
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Lamination matrix
removal

Remove laminate liner with
ease
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Unwinding system
(215mm max web width)
User-friendly media
installation

Safety switch panel

Securely operate the system without
worry of injury thanks to various safety
features

Control panel

.

Matrix removal

Removes scrap for a
professional finish
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Easy to use control panel gives the operator
complete control of the system

Rewinding system
(215mm max web width)

Finished labels are re-wound
and ready for application

